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Recently, Mach–Zehnder modulators based on thin-film lithium niobate have attracted broad interest for their potential for
high modulation bandwidth, low insertion loss, high extinction ratio, and high modulation efficiency. The periodic capac-
itively loaded traveling-wave electrode is optimally adopted for ultimate high-performances in this type of modulator.
However, such an electrode structure on a silicon substrate still suffers from the velocity mismatch and substrate leakage
loss for microwave signals. Here, we introduce a thin-film lithium niobate modulator structure using this periodic capac-
itively loaded electrode on a silicon substrate. Backside holes in the silicon substrate are prepared to solve robustly the
above difficulties. The fabricated device exhibits an insertion loss of 0.9 dB, a halfwave-voltage–length product of 2.18 V·cm,
and an ultra-wide bandwidth well exceeding 67 GHz for a 10-mm-long device. Data transmissions with rates up to 112 Gb/s
are demonstrated. The proposed structure and fabrication strategy are compatible for other types of monolithic and
heterogeneous integrated thin-film lithium niobate modulators on a silicon substrate.
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1. Introduction

In the past few decades, lithium niobate materials have been
adopted for their linear electro-optic (EO) effects, wide trans-
parent windows, excellent temperature stability, and stable
chemical and physical properties[1]. This renders the lithium
niobate-based light modulator one of the most successful opto-
electronic devices in commercial optical communication appli-
cations[2]. Traditional bulk lithium niobate modulators are
based on ion exchange or titanium diffused waveguides[3]. Due
to the low light confinement, the drive voltage of such a modu-
lator is generally large, and the EO modulation bandwidth is
limited to around 40 GHz. High density on-chip integration
with other components is also difficult. Therefore, the bulk lith-
ium niobate modulator cannot meet the increasing require-
ments in high-density optical interconnect systems. In recent
years, thin-film lithium niobate (TFLN) has emerged as a prom-
ising platform for highly confined photonic waveguides and

devices in lithium niobate[1,4]. TFLN-based modulators with
low drive voltages and ultra-high EO bandwidths have recently
been demonstrated[5-10].
In order to obtain a large modulation bandwidth for a trav-

elling wave Mach-Zehnder modulator (MZM), both velocity (or
effective refractive index) matching between light and micro-
wave signals and impedance matching to common 50 Ω are
necessary when designing such a modulator[5,6]. The key
modulation efficiency metric, i.e., the half-wave-voltage-length
product (VπL), is also a key parameter for MZMs. For a given
device length, a smaller VπL leads to a smaller half-wave voltage
Vπ , which favors a low power consumption for modulation. An
EO modulator with both a low Vπ and a large bandwidth is
always desired for applications ranging from digital optical com-
munications to microwave photonic analog links. However,
there exists a trade-off between the drive voltage and the modu-
lation bandwidth[11]. The lower Vπ is, the longer the device
size, and consequently the smaller the bandwidth. To break
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the voltage-bandwidth trade-off, periodic capacitively loaded
traveling-wave (CLTW) electrodes are introduced in TFLN
MZMs on a low permittivity quartz substrate[12,13]. Such a struc-
ture was latterly introduced on a silicon substrate as well[14-17].
In order to match the velocities in this case, the silicon substrate
was undercut etched from the surface of the wafer[15-17].
In this paper, we demonstrate a TFLN-based EO modulator

using the CLTW electrode on a silicon substrate. A new and
robust technique by etching holes from the backside of the wafer
is introduced to achieve velocity matching. This technique also
helps to reduce microwave absorption losses from the semicon-
ducting substrate. The fabricated device exhibits extraordinarily
high-frequency performances with bandwidth well exceeding
67 GHz. It also shows a low optical insertion loss of 0.9 dB
and a large static extinction ratio of > 20 dB. On-off key
(OOK) and four-level pulse-amplitude modulation (PAM-4)
up to 112 Gb/s are successfully achieved.

2. Device Design and Fabrication

Figure 1(a) shows a three-dimensional view of the proposed
TFLN-based EO modulator. The device uses a classic travel-
ing-wave based MZM structure. It is designed on an x-cut lith-
ium-niobate-on-insulator wafer, which consists of 400 nm
TFLN layer, 3 μm thick buried oxide (BOX) layer, and 525 μm
thick undoped Si substrate. The TFLN waveguide in the modu-
lation region has a ridge height of 200 nm and a width of
1.5 μm. Multimode interference couplers are used as 3 dB beam
splitters/combiners. The modulation electrode utilizes a CLTW
design based on a classical coplanar line structure with some
periodically loaded T-segments. As compared to conventional
traveling-wave electrodes, it has been shown that the CLTW
electrode with a much wider signal metal can give much lower
microwave losses, while still maintaining a similar modulation
efficiency. Therefore, a larger modulation bandwidth can be
obtained at the same half-wave voltage Vπ . Figures 1(a) and
1(b) show cross-sectional views of the EO modulators. The
gap g between the T-segment affects the modulation efficiency
of the device. The smaller g is, the stronger the electrical field
that can be produced with the same voltage, and therefore the
higher the modulation efficiency. However, it should be noted

that metal has a strong absorption for light waves, and too close
a distance will bring a significant optical propagation loss. After
a careful optimization, the electrodemetal is designed on top of a
SiO2 over-cladding layer of thickness f = 900 nm with an elec-
trode gap g = 1.8 μm. In this case, excessive optical losses due to
metal are negligible. To ease fabrications, the metal thickness of
the T-segments is set tom = 200 nm, and the straight signal and
ground metals have a thickness of h = 1.1 μm. This configura-
tion is also adopted in our previous demonstrations[15]. The sig-
nal electrode has a width of w = 100 μm, which is wide to ensure
a low microwave loss as mentioned above. The so-called slow-
wave effect that results from this CLTW electrode would largely
affect the index matching required for a travelling-wave modu-
lator. As is shown in Fig. 1(a), here we utilize holes from the
backside of the silicon substrate to reduce the microwave refrac-
tive index and restore the index matching between the micro-
wave and light. As compared to our previous demonstrations
using under-cut holes, this structure is more robust considering
fabrications as those discussed below. The rest parameters of the
CLTW electrode are designed to guarantee the impedance
matching, which gives �a, b, c, d, e� = �2, 2, 13, 3, 47� μm.
We utilize a multi-physics field solver based on a finite

element algorithm to simulate the electrical and optical modes
of the structure. Through calculation, the half-wave voltage
length product VπL = 2.10V · cm for the fundamental trans-
verse electrical (TE) mode can be obtained, and the optical
propagation loss is as low as 0.04 dB/cm due to themetal absorp-
tion, as shown in Fig. 2(b). In Fig. 2(a), one can see that the
microwave field is also concentrated in the gap between the
opposing T-segments electrodes rather than wide signal metal.
Consequently, the optical field in the waveguide can have more
overlap with the electrical field, and a lowerVπL can be obtained.
We further analyze the characteristic parameters at different
frequencies, which are microwave loss αm, microwave effective
index nm, and characteristic impedance Zc, as shown in
Figs. 2(c)–2(e), respectively. The microwave loss can be
expressed as αm = α0�f �1=2, where f is the frequency of the
microwave signal and α0 is the frequency independent charac-
teristic microwave loss. Here, α0 is extracted as 0.19 dB=�cm ·
GHz−1=2� from the curve in Fig. 2(c), which is similar to the case
with the undercut etching[15]. The effects of the backside hole
structures on the RF characteristics are further investigated in
Fig. 3. As expected, when the width of the hole increases, the
microwave effective index nm decreases. On the other hand,
the characteristic impedance Zc is maintained between 40 Ω
and 50 Ω in the whole parameter range in Fig. 3(a). This also
indicates that a large tuning range for nm can be achieved by
solely adjusting r while a good impedance matching is main-
tained. As the group index of the optical wave in the TFLNwave-
guide is about 2.2, the index matching condition can be fulfilled
at r = 55 μm. As the holes are defined from the backside of the
wafer, we also analyzed the effect of the misalignment of them to
the center of the waveguide, which is shown in Fig. 3(b). Indeed,
this misalignment would affect nm, as well as Zc, slightly.
Nevertheless, considering a normal alignment accuracy of 5 μm

Fig. 1. Proposed TFLN EO modulator with backside holes on a silicon substrate
using the CLTW electrode. (a) Three-dimensional views of the whole device
and the cross-section at the modulation section. (b) Cross-sectional view
of the misaligned device, showing all its structural parameters.
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for a double-side mask aligner, the relative change of nm is still
within 1%. This also shows that the proposed structure exhibits a
good fabrication tolerance for achieving index matching.
The designed EO modulator was fabricated through a series

of standard micro-fabrication processes. First, electron-beam
lithography was used to pattern the ma-N 2403 resist on a chip.
Then, a 200 nm thick lithium niobate layer was removed using
Ar plasma by means of inductively coupled plasma reactive
ion etching (ICP-RIE) technology with an etching rate of
∼80 nm/min. Next, the chip was covered with a 900 nm thick
SiO2 layer deposited by plasma enhanced chemical vapor

deposition (PECVD). The metal electrodes, made of Au, were
prepared using ultra-violet contact lithography, metal evapora-
tion, and lift-off processes. The chip was then thinned to
∼200 μm thick by a grinding and polishing machine. Finally,
the hole patterns were prepared on the polished backside of
the chip using a double-side mask aligner, and anisotropic deep
RIE of silicon was performed to remove the silicon substrate
beneath the modulation section until the BOX layer. As com-
pared to the previous version of undercut etching from the chip
surface[15], the proposed backside hole structure facilitates the
fabrication processes in a few aspects. First, it is known that
the silicon isotropic dry etching would show a severe loading
effect, i.e., the silicon etching speed is largely dependent on
the etched area around the structures. It is hard to control the
amount of undercut etching accurately. In the proposed
approach, the width of the backside holes is the critical param-
eter as discussed in the simulations, and it can be defined accu-
rately using lithography. Due to the high etching selectivity over
SiO2, the deep silicon etching will also stop naturally on the BOX
layer. Secondly, a full membrane structure is produced here,
which is mechanically more stable as compared to the bridge
structure resulting from the undercut etching from the top.
Actually, the present device has gone through a harsh mechani-
cal dicing process without breaking. These render more robust
fabrication processes for the proposed modulators. Figure 4
shows some images of the CLTW electrode from the front
and the back, as well as the whole fabricated device.

3. Measurement and Analysis

Three devices were prepared with different widths of the back-
side holes, which are r = 45, 50, and 55 μm, respectively, and the
modulation lengths are all 1 cm. A continuous wave laser is used
as the input light at 1550 nm wavelength to the device. A polari-
zation controller was employed to ensure the TE polarization
input. As shown in Fig. 4(d), a pair of grating couplers (GCs)
was prepared to couple light into and out from the chip[18].
The coupling loss can bemeasured through a reference structure
consisting of two GCs connected back-to-back on the chip. As
shown in Fig. 5, the half-wave voltage Vπ was measured to be
2.18 V, corresponding to a VπL of 2.18 V·cm. This is consistent

Fig. 3. (a) Effects of the width r of backside holes on Zc and nm at 100 GHz. The
optimal points (r = 55 μm) adopted in the experiments are marked as yellow
stars. The blue triangles are nm extracted from experiments. (b) Effects of the
misalignment s of backside holes on Zc and nm when r = 55 μm.

Fig. 4. (a) Top view of partial electrode. Backside view of the device focusing
on (b) the electrode and (c) surface of chip backside. (d) Image of the whole
fabricated device.

Fig. 2. (a) Simulated RF mode profile at the microwave frequency of 100 GHz.
(b) Simulated TE optical mode profile and static electrical field distribution.
VπL = 2.10 V·cm can be extracted. Simulated frequency-dependent results
of (c) microwave loss αm, (d) microwave effective index nm, and (e) character-
istic impedance Zc. The red dashed line in (d) corresponds to the optical group
index ng.
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with the simulation results in Fig. 2(b). The total loss of the
modulator containing GCs for coupling is measured to be
8.9 dB at the peak coupling wavelength. Considering the cou-
pling loss for one GC of 4 dB, the on-chip insertion loss of
the device is 0.9 dB. The extinction ratio was also measured
to be 24 dB, which is shown in the inset of Fig. 5.
Then wemeasured the EO and electric-electric (EE) responses

of the fabricated modulators. As is shown in Fig. 6(a), the
EE transmission S12 indicates a 3.0 dB roll-off at 67 GHz.
Furthermore, the EE transmission S11 shows that the reflected
waves are well below−20 dB over the entire measured frequency
range. This indicates that the impedance of the device ismatched
well with the desired 50 Ω. The microwave losses and indices at

different frequencies were also extracted and are plotted in
Figs. 6(c) and 6(d), respectively, where the characteristic micro-
wave loss of α0 = 0.4 dB=�cm · GHz−1=2� can be obtained. The
microwave losses are about twice as high as those from simula-
tions as mentioned above. The additional microwave losses may
come from non-ideally deposited metal and residual silicon
under the electrode. The blue triangles in Fig. 3(a) show themea-
suredmicrowave index nm of the fabricated devices of r = 45, 50,
and 55 μm at 67 GHz, which are 2.299, 2.286, and 2.261, respec-
tively. The measured nm shows slight deviations from those in
simulations in Fig. 3. This is partially due to the inaccurate size
of the holes on the backside of the chip, as well as the positive
sidewall slope from the deep silicon etching, which might result
in a narrower silicon opening just beneath the TFLN wave-
guides. Nevertheless, the results here still indicate that nm can
be controlled effectively by introducing backside holes. The
small signal EO responses S21 were further measured using a
70 GHz photodetector. As is shown in Fig. 6(b), the EO response
shows that the 3 dB bandwidth of the device should well exceed
67 GHz. We then characterized the performance of the device
for high-speed data transmissions. Figure 7 shows optical eye
diagrams for the OOK modulation at 80 Gb/s and 100 Gb/s
and PAM-4 format at 80 Gb/s (40 Gbaud) and 112 Gb/s
(56 Gbaud), respectively. It is worthwhile to note that beyond
80 Gbaud the whole measurement system is already limited
by its own bandwidth. Nevertheless, open eyes can be observed,
which shows the potential for high-speed data transmissions
using the proposed device.

4. Conclusion

In conclusion, we have demonstrated a robust TFLN-based EO
MZM using the CLTW electrode on a silicon substrate. We used
backside holes to solve the problem of velocity mismatch
between optical and microwave signals. As compared to the pre-
vious undercut etching technique, the present approach facili-
tates a more robust fabrication process and high modulation
performances. Experimentally, the present device has shown a
high modulation efficiency VπL of 2.18 V·cm and low optical
and microwave losses. The device also had an EO bandwidth
well exceeding 67 GHz. The proposed structure and fabrication

Fig. 5. Normalized optical transmission of the fabricated MZM as a function of
the applied voltage. The Vπ value is also marked. The inset shows the mea-
sured transmissions in a logarithmic scale showing the insertion loss and
extinction ratio of the device.

Fig. 6. (a) Measured EE reflection S11 and transmission S12. (b) Measured and
simulated EO transmission S21. Extracted (c) microwave loss αm and (d) micro-
wave effective index nm.

Fig. 7. High-speed data transmissions using the fabricated EO MZM.
Measured optical eye diagrams for the OOK format at data rates of
(a) 80 Gb/s and (b) 100 Gb/s. Measured optical eye diagrams for the PAM-
4 format at data rates of (c) 40 Gbaud (80 Gb/s) and (d) 56 Gbaud (112 Gb/s).
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strategy can also be readily applied for other types of monolithic
and heterogenous integrated thin-film lithium niobate modula-
tors on a silicon substrate.
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